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Increased individual and group activities carried out in 

modern, shared spaces require a certain degree of flexibility, 

privacy, and functionality. The Townhall™ Collection, with 

products like Summit, create sought-after, active enclaves  

that support multiple work modes and the changing  

postures necessary for individual or team work. 

Lightweight Agility 
for Open Spaces

A low back, rolled front edge, and convenient foot 
rest encourage perching, leaning, and fidgeting 
movement for comfort. 

SUPPORTS MOTION CONSERVES SPACE  REDUCES VISUAL NOISE  

Summit is easy to relocate, assists with rapid 
reconfiguration, and stacks three high to save 
space when not in use. 

The unique and minimal two-leg design brings  
a clean aesthetic to diverse shared environments. 
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Summit designed by Rainlight Design Studio

QUIETLY CREATING 
USER COMFORT 

Summit is a two-legged, 

lightweight stool that declutters  

the visual landscape with its 

versatile, stackable design. The 

gentle rocking motion allows 

users to find the perfect and  

most productive sitting posture.
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Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish.  
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.
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Summit Statement of Line

Cantilever Stool

Base Colors

Bullseye BlackSilverDesigner 
White

Pyrite Flint

A wide selection of seating upholsteries is available online at allsteeloffice.com. 

Go to allsteeloffice.com/configurator  
to customize this product for your space.

Cover Summit Stools: HBF Pebbled Penny, Kirkby Design Wire Reversible Liquorice, Maharam Remix by Kvadrat 465956-133 Upholstery, Black Base  
p. 3 Summit Stools: Kirkby Design Wire Reversible Liquorice, Maharam Divina by Kvadrat 460730-756, Maharam Remix by Kvadrat 465956-133 Upholstery, 
Black Base Picnic™ Table: Black Velvet Laminate Top, Black Base Picnic Bench: Kirkby Design Wire Reversible Liquorice Upholstery, Black Base


